1979 triumph spitfire wiring diagram

Viewed, times - 17 hour, 56 minute, 23 second ago Downloaded: 59 times - 4 year, day, 13 hour,
41 minute, 56 second ago Category: Circuit. These are very simple cars and most of the wiring
in your harness has been there nearly unchanged from the Mark IV. The wiring that does the
real business of making the car run and the lights blink really doesn't amount to that much
although it can look daunting laying in a pile under the dash. Get a Haynes manual and you'll
probably find all the missing wires lovingly laid out in black and white with cryptic squares and
circles representing things that the colorized diagrams show as easily identified icons.
Fortunately, there is a dense numbered key that's nearly impossible to read if you have aging
eyesight and are even a little bit dyslexic. Feel free to continue this thread by posting the
occasional or even frequent WTH is this questions. If you include well lit, color pictures,
preferably not from a cheap phone like mine, you might even get a correct response. Good luck
fellow 78 Spitfire owner. You should be able to blow up the PDF version of the very same
colorized diagram that I have posted below. You may take comfort in the fact that if it doesn't
show up on this diagram, it probably isn't worth bothering with Television is an information
medium that exists in Read More. Easy Ways to Fix Red Dominant TV - Television is a medium
of information and entertainment that is currently owned by almost every home. Even in this
sophisticated era, there are many new innovatio This scheme is important for technicians when
repa This chapter will discuss about radio receiver with IC. IC Integrated Circuit is an electronic
component that includes one or more integrated circuits. On the IC you will find several parts
that As the fastest growing demand of circuit and wiring diagram for automotive and electronics
on internet based on different uses such as electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and
engineers than we decided to provide free circuit and wiring diagram base on your needed. To
find circuit and wiring diagram now a day its easy. E-learning through internet as a right place
to search an exact circuit and wiring diagram of your choice and it's much fun and
knowledgable. On internet you will find thousands of electronic circuit diagrams some are very
good designed and some are not. So you have to modify them to make them according to your
needs but some circuits are ready to make and require no changes. There are many types of
circuit and wiring diagrams some are very easy to build and some are very complicated, some
are so small and some contain huge list of parts. We provides free best quality and good
designed schematic diagrams our diagrams are free to use for all electronic hobbyists,
students, technicians and engineers. We also provides a full educational system to students
new to electronics. If you are new to electronics you are a student or a electronic hobbyist and
want to increase your knowledge in electronics or want to understand electronics in a very easy
way so this is the right place for you we provide electronics beginner guide tutorials to easily
understand complicated electronic theory. Our mission is to help students and professionals in
their field. Posted by: Makayla On: 19 Mar, Viewed, times - 17 hour, 56 minute, 23 second ago
Downloaded: 59 times - 4 year, day, 13 hour, 41 minute, 56 second ago Category: Circuit.
Related Posts. Open Relationship Testing B. Get daily update. Electronic Hub. Recent Views:.
Mercedes-Benz W Wiring Diagram read more.. Reference Pages. Spitfire General Dimensions,
Weights and Capacities. Commission Numbers A year-by-year listing of commission numbers
including prefixes and suffixes. Engine Numbers Lists for engine number prefixes, suffixes and
sizes for Spitfires and other Triumph Models. Torque Specs Torque specs to general areas of
the Spitfire. Lubrication Specifications List of fluid oil, anti-freeze, etc. This page will stay in a
constant state of construction. Luggage Racks This page shows measurements for the factory
luggage rack and another small version that was probably not factory. English to American
Dictionary "what's a spanner?!? Triumph Spotter's Guide This page is meant to be a very
general overview of these models divided by body styles. Relay System Describes the relays on
late model Spits. Wiring Diagrams Links to download some excellent wiring diagrams by Tom
O'Malley including overdrive diagrams. Gauge Problems This page lists problems with your
gauges and possible fixes. Front lights Information about the front lights on early Spits. Wheel
Alignment Specs. Camber, caster, etc for Spitfire and GT6. Front Spring Information Info about
front springs on ? Spitfire, Herald and Vitesse. Wire Wheel Information. Brake Fluid Info Which
brake fluid should be used on your Triumph. Factory Side Stripes This page discusses colors
and locations of factory stripes. Paint Schemes This page shows owner designed stripes. It also
shows other color schemes such as British flag and other unique paint jobs. Under
construction. Return to Main Page. Spitfire General Dimensions, Weights and Capacities
Commission Numbers A year-by-year listing of commission numbers including prefixes and
suffixes. Here is a high resolution rendering of the full wiring diagram click image to view full
size or print. Adjusting Inkscape layers to toggle display of Triumph Spitfire electrical
subsystems. Article originally posted in this Triumph Experience Forum topic. Did you find this
article useful? Do you have a question or comment about this article? Leave a rating or a
comment below, and get instant reply notification via email If you have a long question, or a

question not directly related to this article, please start a new topic in the Discussion Forums.
Want to leave a comment or ask the owner a question? Sign in or register a new account â€” it's
free. Click any icon to bookmark this page with your choice of services. Hover the mouse to see
where a link goes. Don't see your favourite service? Contact the webmaster with details. The
Triumph Experience Download spitfire-wiring-inkscape. Did you find this article helpful? Rate it
or ask a question below! Great wiring diagram, will come in very useful as I am going to
completely rewire my Sign in or register a new account â€” it's free Sign In Register. Join The
Club. More to Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem? Autoshrine
v6. Any manual should have a wiring diagram Haynes is fine. You may find it helpful to enlarge
the page to 11x17 with a photocopier and trace circuits with coloured pencils. Most electrical
problems are caused by:. I recommend replacing the fuse box outright if it looks old and
corroded. It is an inexpensive part and will save you a lot of headaches down the road. A pink
eraser or grit sandpaper can be used to clean contacts, and a smear of dialectric grease will
help prevent future corrosion. Many British designed vehicles use colour coded cables to assist
in identifying the various circuits in use. Note that these colour codes may not apply directly to
older cars. For example, the wipers on cars up to at least are not on a separate fuse circuit, so
they are not orange, but green. Check the schematic for your car to be certain. Many of the
usual suspects carry Lucas bullet connectors. A few carry reproduction wiring harnesses. But
very few carry the properly color-coded wire, and most of those only carry a small selection of
colors and sizes. They have every color combination listed above, in lots of sizes, as well as
connectors, clamps, lamp fixtures and other random bits and pieces that you'll need. I've been
very happy with the products I receive from them. Be warned that wire is often backordered and
may take a couple of weeks to arrive. They have a nice catalog that's free. Did you find this
article useful? Do you have a question or comment about this article? Leave a rating or a
comment below, and get instant reply notification via email If you have a long question, or a
question not directly related to this article, please start a new topic in the Discussion Forums.
Want to leave a comment or ask the owner a question? Sign in or register a new account â€” it's
free. Click any icon to bookmark this page with your choice of services. Hover the mouse to see
where a link goes. Don't see your favourite service? Contact the webmaster with details. The
Triumph Experience Lucas Wiring Colour Guide. Reference chart showing the function of any
wire from the main and tracer colours alone. Most electrical problems are caused by: Bad
ground connections Corroded bullet connectors Bodges by the DPO Dreaded Previous Owner I
recommend replacing the fuse box outright if it looks old and corroded. Did you find this article
helpful? Rate it or ask a question below! Hi, thanks for this one. Actually i have no idea on the
wiring such as Blower Motor Resistor,ignition coil, ignition witch. Thanks for this one. Really a
big help for me. Second, I'm try to install a 74 TR 6 Royal Sound radio on my 71, and I'm
stumped by the two wires coming out of the radio. Both have a part of a fuse connector on the
end. If put together they come back to each other in the radio! That leads me to believe that
there are two fuses on this radio. One between the ignition and radio connection and one
between the radio and battery connection. Does this sound about right? Any help is
appreciated. I cannot do without this chart. I track my wires with this chart by colors rather
trying to trace a little line crossing and crisscrossing back and forth all over with a systematic.
Amazing chart. Helped out on so many problems I was having. Excellant chart. Sign in or
register a new account â€” it's free Sign In Register. Join The Club. More to Explore. Morris
Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem? Autoshrine v6. Compression ignition
starting aid to switch Main battery feed to double pole ignition switch. Fuel tank changeover
switch to right-hand tank unit or entry and exit door closed switch to door actuator. Start
inhibitor relay to change speed switch; or switch to heater blower motor second speed on
three-speed unit. Flasher switch to right-hand warning light; or differential lock switch to
differential lock warning light. Fuel tank changeover switch to left-hand tank unit; or entry and
exit door open switch to door actuator. Switches to map light, under bonnet light, glove box
light and boot lamp when fed direct from battery fuse. Switches to map light, under bonnet light,
glove box light and boot lamp when sidelamp circuit fed. Starter switch to starter solenoid or
inhibitor switch or starter relay or ignition start position to bulb failure unit. Start switch to
starter interlock or oil pressure switch to fuel pump or start inhibitor switch to starter relay or
solenoid. Ignition coil contact breaker to distributor contact breaker, or distributor side of coil to
voltage impulse tachometer. Having trouble posting or changing forum settings? The Triumph
Experience Found a good Spitfire wiring diagram. Posted by trrdster. Page 1 2. This topic is
about my Triumph Spitfire. Top Contributor. Don't know if anyone is still looking for a color
wiring diagram for the late cars, but I had a hard time finding one. Last edit at AM by trrdster.
Sponsored Links. Re: Found a good Spitfire wiring diagram. Rochester, N. That is one of them.
A very nice resource for working on wiring puzzles. All the best, Paul. Tonyfixit Tony M. Duncan,

BC, Canada. I had one blown up and pasted to the ceiling of the garage. Falkon Al Martin. Not
sure from where I saved the file, but I have a diagram. Using an older version of windows you
can print poster sized plans. New Windows doesn't have that print option anymore. Thanks
Paul, I was looking for one in color and found this one and now I have a couple of them. I will be
eliminating some things on the Spit6 and adding a 10 fuse circuit. So unwrapping this one, I
kind of need to know where they go or start. The whole buzzer system for one. It's all laid out on
the garage floor, so Paul when you get time and tired of all that snowy weather, come on down,
bring your golf clubs.. Yellowhawk Valley Dan A. I couldn't find any on that link that shows they
are for an 80, did I miss it somewhere? Those nice ones that are Tom O'Malleys are not for an 80
model. I have yet to find a factory diagram that is labeled as such. The only 80 diagram I have
found that is specifically labeled as an 80 and is correct as far as I can tell, is the difficult one
that Haynes put in their later repair manuals. I have often just sent a copy of the late 79 diagram
to users that need one for the I have not yet had anyone point out any differences. Yellowhawk
Valley Spitfires 69, 69, 72, 75, 78, 79 Spitfires. Doug in Vegas Douglas D. Someone needs to
check their 80 model and map the circuit for the radiator fan. Doug, I'll get that done in a couple
of days. Been under the weather for a week or so, just don't get over this junk like I did in my
60's. I do have all the dash bits unwrapped and I see the plugs for the fans and thermostat
sending unit coming out near the radiator. Trace back from the relay to the harness and see if
the main tap is in the junction at the white bundle at the fusebox or if there is another tap near
the ignition key. Are the wires all integrated into the harness? Just went down and checked. All
in the harness and wrapped. They come out in two places down at the light disconnect cluster.
When I get it clear I will be able to see were the power white wire is picked up. Right now there
is no white wire in that area, other than the distributor. The relay is also still plugged in, so that
will be interesting to see what is going on there and where the hick is that fuse. Showing it all
right there makes it very confusing, as to location. Any white wire would be before the relay.
The Lucas color codes may help trace things. The wire from the relay to the radiator fan motor
is supposed to be black with a green tracer. The wire between the motor and the sending unit is
black with an orange tracer. Based on the black base color the activation of the fan is when
those go to ground. This implies a second wire. It's going to be harder to trace since it's in the
wrap. The colors at the relay will reveal all. This is a late 79 and all diagram. The power for the
relay white wire comes off the ignition white wires
appliance wiring diagrams
three way circuit wiring diagram
2001 olds silhouette repair manual
up by the dizzy. It runs inside to the relay then back out to the same area that it originates at the
drive resistor. The relay is activated by the thermal switch on the rad. The relay wire for the fan
comes from the brown circuit to an inline fuse that is near the relay just on top of the steering
column. Best I can figure on the wiring for the radiator fan is this. That cause the circuit to close
the relay, when the temperature reaches a set degree, relay is under the dash, left side. Power to
the relay for the fan comes from White wire, which comes from the ignition switch, being
supplied by a Brown wire from the fuse box. Still looking and will update as I find out, Have
another project that is on my mine at this time. Here is a simplified diagram of the fan circuit for
the 79 - 80 cars. To reply or ask your own question: Members Sign In. Sign In with Facebook.
Create an Account. Join The Club. More to Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum.
Website problem? Autoshrine v6.

